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The NFT Worlds Community
By viewing the NFTs held by your community, we can begin to understand the demographics at
a high-level.

For NFT Worlds, OpenSea doesn’t accurately represent the community and ownership
distribution because 86% of the NFT World NFTs are staked (8,609 out of 10,000).

Figure 1: OpenSea misrepresentation of owner distribution

By analyzing the NFT Worlds contract and NFT Worlds Staking contract, we can determine the
correct NFT worlds users.

From our analysis, there are 4,390 unique owners of NFT Worlds (43.9%, not 10% as
OpenSea suggests).

https://etherscan.io/address/0xbd4455da5929d5639ee098abfaa3241e9ae111af
https://etherscan.io/address/0x69f0b8c5e94f6b64d832b7d9b15f3a88cb2f6f4b


Figure 2: Top 10 collections by the NFT Worlds Holders

From Figure 2, we can extract insights into your community. The common user collections
provide data that can improve gameplay, user acquisition methods, and understanding of the
market landscape.

From further exploration, the NFT collections in the Top 10 were either building on NFT Worlds
or other Metaverses.

● Gray Boys promise playable characters within NFT Worlds on their roadmap
● Otherdeed is the land NFT for the Otherside Metaverse by Yuga Labs
● Sandbox is a metaverse with LAND and ASSET NFTs within their ecosystem
● Into the Metaverse is a metaverse project by Adidas

https://www.grayboysnft.com/


● Angels Devils NFT is a NFT project with avatars building a P2E Metaverse on NFT
Worlds

Let’s look at some of the other frequent communities that overlap with NFT Worlds

Name # of Unique Holders % of NFT World Holders

MineNationsNFT 209 4.76

Arcade Land 161 3.67

The Meta Key 145 3.30

Table 1: Other Common NFTs of NFT World Holders

● Mine Nations NFT is a project building a P2E metaverse on NFT Worlds
● Arcade Land is the land NFT of a metaverse project
● The Meta Key is building an interoperable token for Web3 gaming and metaverse

projects

From the analysis above, the NFT Worlds community is enthusiastic about the future of
metaverse and gaming on the blockchain. While this provides an understanding of the NFT
Worlds’ ecosystem, Agave is building tools that will visualize the blockchain ecosystem and how
NFT Worlds fits into the larger picture.

NFT Worlds x Sandbox
Let’s look further into the intersection between NFT Worlds and Sandbox. Sandbox could be
considered a metaverse competitor. When getting the intersection between the NFT Worlds
holders that also hold either Sandbox ASSETs or Sandbox LAND, we surprisingly find there
are 637 addresses (From Figure 2, it would be expected that there is overlap between
Sandbox LAND and Sandbox ASSET holders). This means that 14.51% of NFT Worlds
holders also interact with Sandbox.

An interesting insight is to understand the order in which these addresses obtained the digital
asset. This tells us whether the user started playing Sandbox and joined NFT Worlds, or vice
versa.

https://angelsdevilsnft.com/
https://opensea.io/collection/minenations-champions
https://opensea.io/collection/arcade-land
https://opensea.io/collection/the-meta-key
https://opensea.io/collection/minenations-champions


Figure 3: NFT Worlds, Sandbox Lands, Sandbox Assets Conversion Order

From the 637 users, we find that 99.84% of the users held Sandbox Assets or Sandbox Lands
before buying NFT Worlds.



NFT Worlds User Onboarding
If we dive into the first NFT obtained from user address, we can determine the percentage of
users onboarded to Web3 by NFT Worlds.

Figure 4: NFT Worlds Holders First NFT

This would suggest that 17.79% of NFT Worlds holders were onboarded to Web3 through NFT
Worlds. This could be from the Minecraft community that was interested in Web3 because of the
NFT Worlds gameplay. This could indicate that it would be promising to develop onboarding



tools for Web2 gamers, but further data would be needed to understand the funnel. Did potential
Minecraft users have interest, but not convert because of the complexity of Web3? On the other
hand, this could indicate that it's safe to optimize the experience for Web3 gamers. Combining
this with a monetization analysis (Are Web2 => Web3 gamers less likely to spend within the
game?), would help to support the development decision.

The NFT Worlds Token ($WRLD)
In this section, we’ll look further into the $WRLD and ETH distribution among NFT Worlds
holders.

Figure 5: $WRLD Tokens by NFT World Holders Sorted Ascending

Figure 5 shows the number of $WRLD Tokens by NFT Worlds holders sorted in ascending
order. As is normal in gaming, the token distribution follows a power law distribution.

Statistic Value



Sum 273,370,286

Mean 62,299

Median 2,055

Table 2: NFT World Holders $WRLD Statistics

Table 2 displays the statistics of the $WRLD tokens among NFT World holders. As expected
from the distribution, the mean and median differ drastically as the mean is pulled by the weight
of the whales. NFT World Holders own 54.67% of the claimable $WRLD tokens (5.47% of
the total $WRLD supply).

Figure 6: Cumulative $WRLD Tokens by NFT World Holders

In Figure 6, we view the cumulative $WRLD held from Figure 5 (the area under the curve). This
shows us that of NFT World holders, the top .39% holds 25% of the $WRLD tokens among the
group.



Figure 7: ETH by NFT Worlds Holders Sorted Ascending

Figure 7 shows the number of ETH by NFT Worlds holders sorted in ascending order. As is
normal in gaming, the spending power follows a power law distribution.

Statistic Value

Sum 17,350

Mean 3.95

Median 0.15

Table 3: NFT World Holders ETH Statistics



Table 3 displays the statistics of ETH among NFT World holders. As expected from the
distribution, the mean and median differ drastically as the mean is pulled by the weight of the
whales.

Figure 8: Cumulative ETH by NFT World Holders

In Figure 8, we view the cumulative ETH held from Figure 7 (the area under the curve). This
shows us that of NFT World holders, the top .18% holds 25% of the ETH among the group.

At this time, the total wallet value in ETH of NFT World Holders (ETH = $1300) is $22.5M. This
can be used to further understand the current addressable market of the NFT World holders. It
also shows that there is a large potential spending power for the users on the NFT World
platform.

With further analysis, we can identify the whales, the spending power of the NFT Worlds
community and their active spending across games. At a higher level, this can provide an
understanding of the market size, the growth of the market as more users join, the average user
value, etc.



Conclusion

In conclusion, there are many insights to be gained from on-chain analysis of NFT Worlds.
● NFT Worlds Holders are also into projects building on NFT Worlds and other metaverses
● Of the players who played Sandbox and NFT Worlds, the data indicates that Sandbox

players converted to NFT Worlds
● Data indicates that 781 wallet addresses (17.79% of NFT World Holders) were

onboarded to Web3 from NFT Worlds
● The $WRLD token follows a power law distribution among users and NFT World Holders

own 54.67% of the claimable $WRLD tokens
● NFT Worlds Holders have $22.5M in total wallet value

These insights can be used to plan marketing, monetization strategies, and development
decisions as well as predict growth. It can also help the projects building on the platform to
understand the demographics and ecosystem of NFT Worlds. We hope this helped to show the
value of on-chain analytics for Web3 gaming.


